Sodium taste threshold in children and its relationship to blood pressure
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Abstract

Popular science has emphasized the risks of high sodium intake and many studies have confirmed that salt intake is closely related to hypertension. The present mini-review summarizes experiments about salt taste sensitivity and its relationship with blood pressure (BP) and other variables of clinical and familial relevance. Children and adolescents from control parents (N = 72) or with at least one essential hypertensive (EHT) parent (N = 51) were investigated. Maternal questionnaires on eating habits and vomiting episodes were collected. Offspring, anthropometric, BP, and salt taste sensitivity values were recorded and blood samples analyzed. Most mothers declared that they added “little salt” when cooking. Salt taste sensitivity was inversely correlated with systolic BP (SBP) in control youngsters (r = -0.33; P = 0.015). In the EHT group, SBP values were similar to control and a lower salt taste sensitivity threshold was found. Obese offspring of EHT parents showed higher SBP and C-reactive protein values but no differences in renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system activity. Salt taste sensitivity was correlated with SBP in healthy, normotensive children and adolescents whose mothers reported significant vomiting during the first trimester (N = 18; r = -0.66; P < 0.005), but not in “non-vomiter offspring” (N = 54; r = -0.18; nonsignificant). There is evidence for a linkage between high blood pressure, salt intake and sensitivity, perinatal environment and obesity, with potential physiopathological implications in humans. This relationship has not been studied comprehensively using homogeneous methods and therefore more research is needed in this field.

Introduction

Blood pressure is a major physiological variable which is maintained within a narrow range by strong homeostatic mechanisms operating throughout the life span. Many factors influence blood pressure and its increase has severe deleterious effects.

This article summarizes several studies carried out by our group and others on humans and rats which dealt with some of the factors related to blood pressure homeostasis: salt sensitivity and intake, obesity and perinatal and genetic factors (Figure 1).
Salt and blood pressure

Epidemiological research has shown that dietary sodium is an important contributor to the pathogenesis of hypertension (1). While higher blood pressure values are being currently observed in populations with higher salt intake (2), treatment strategies based on lowering salt ingestion have demonstrated their effectiveness in lowering blood pressure (3). Nevertheless, only a limited proportion of individuals - 5 to 16% - classified as “salt-dependent” would benefit from dietary salt restriction (4). On the other hand, it seems obvious that the amount of salt intake by an individual should be related in one way or another to his conscious or unconscious ability to recognize it (salt sensitivity). A significant positive relationship between blood pressure and sodium intake has also been reported in pediatric populations (5) and confirmed by meta-analysis (6).

One important aspect to be considered is the possible association between salt perception and blood pressure and its possible variation in normotensive and hypertensive subjects. Because hypertension is typically an adult disease, only minor pathological signs or alterations could be expected during the early years of life. However, these could be significant markers or tracking signals for subjects that eventually will develop hypertension and therefore they would be useful as tools for identifying subjects who could be treated prophylactically or advised about healthy habits early on.

The relationship between salt taste sensitivity (gustatory perception) and blood pressure has been studied to different extents by several investigators, with differing findings. Some of them revealed a positive correlation between salt perception and blood pressure while others did not (7,8).

Our group has studied a cohort of Spanish children and adolescents (42 boys and 30 girls) for their familial salt habits, individual salt taste sensitivity and blood pressure (9). Most of the families (84%) declared that they cook with little salt, which indicates the strong bias of declared salt consumption, perhaps induced by media recommendations on health. These values did not match well the range of fractional sodium excretion found in our subjects which was well within the range of normality (0.65 ± 0.03%).

A behavioral test adapted from Cornsweet (10) was used to assess the salt taste sensitivity, i.e., the lowest Na concentration de-
tected when compared to distilled/deionized water (Figure 2). This test consisted of a forced-choice staircase protocol in which subjects received a series of successive pairs of solutions. Within each pair one sample was the unsalted control (distilled deionized water), and the other contained in order one of the following NaCl solutions: 13.7, 12.2, 10.7, 9.2, 7.7, 6.2, 4.7, 3.2, 1.7, 0.2 mM. Each concentration was presented twice. Subjects tasted both samples and chose the saltier within each pair. After a successful detection of the salty cup twice in the same trial, the next less intense stimulus was presented. A failure in any of the trials forced to try the next more intense stimulus (reversal). The procedure was continued until three reversals occurred. The geometric mean of the three reversal concentrations was deemed as the threshold sodium taste sensitivity for the subject.

Sodium taste sensitivity was 4.55 ± 0.6 mM NaCl (11) and was negatively correlated with systolic blood pressure (SBP, N = 72; r = -0.33; P < 0.01; Figure 3). Although the mechanism linking these two variables cannot be inferred from these data, the correlation suggests common or related causes for salt taste sensitivity and blood pressure.

Perinatal influences

Epidemiological and experimental studies have shown that hypertension is mainly a multifactorial disease, with an important genetic component and possibly affected by some perinatal influences. Hypertension is about twice as common in subjects who have one or both hypertensive parents, and it has been estimated that genetic factors account for approximately 30% of the variation in blood pressure in various human populations (12).

In a sample of 51 normotensive adolescents with at least one essential hypertensive (EHT) parent (13), we found blood pressure values similar to those of the control group, but a lower salt taste sensitivity threshold (Figure 4). When age, sex, and body mass index (BMI) were included as control variables in a multiple regression model, the salt taste sensitivity threshold was significantly correlated with SBP (β = 0.94; P < 0.012). Interestingly, the regression slope between salt taste sensitivity threshold and SBP in control and in EHT (both statistically sig-

![Figure 3. Negative correlation between sodium chloride detection threshold and systolic blood pressure.](image1)

![Figure 4. Salt detection threshold in the offspring of control and hypertensive parents. Box vertical sides represent the lower and upper quartile (enclosing the middle half of the sample); the sample median, as the vertical line inside; whiskers sprout from the two ends of the box until they reach the sample maximum and minimum, excluding outliers - black symbols (cases with the values between 1.5 and 3 box-lengths from the 75th or 25th percentile).](image2)
significant) had the opposite sign.

Long-lasting effects induced by challenges to body fluid homeostasis during gestation have been tested in different species. Concerning these perinatal influences in pregnant rats, Nicolaïdis et al. (14) showed that episodes of extracellular dehydration by polyethylene-glycol administration led to an increased salt appetite in adult offspring. A few years later the same group found an increase in salt appetite in the offspring when acute and repeated mineralofluid losses had occurred during pregnancy after diuretic-natriuretic treatment (15). In both cases the subjects underwent dehydration accompanied by an activation of the renin angiotensin system. Leshem (16), working with humans, suggested that episodes of mineralofluid losses during pregnancy or in early infancy could increase salt preference when investigated in late childhood, and that more sensitive tests of salt preference would be required to reveal these influences.

During the last decade, our group has been studying the changes in need-free and stimulated NaCl intake in newborn and adult rats by manipulations of the levels of NaCl ingestion during gestation and the early postnatal period (17-20).

Recent studies suggest that maternal angiotensin II may affect the neural substrate in the fetus since angiotensin receptors have been shown to mediate several ontogenic effects including growth, differentiation and apoptosis among others, and especially the AT2 subtype which is abundant in the fetal brain and disappears soon after birth (21).

Obesity and cardiovascular risk factors

The trend towards overweight in adult populations is common in the developed world (26,27). Still more alarming is the progressive rate of obesity detected in pediatric populations in these countries (28-30). All this is related to increasing blood pressure values and even to the prevalence of hypertension and other cardiovascular risk factors, including dyslipidemia, insulin resistance and metabolic syndrome (31,32). The concurrence of some or all of these factors amplifies their potential deleterious cardiovascular effects (33). Although the metabolic syndrome was initially described in adults, it is also often found in children (34).

There are an increasing number of studies indicating that other factors could also be involved in cardiovascular pathology. These are often named as novel or emerging cardiovascular risk factors. A low grade of inflammatory disease affecting the arterial vessels which can be revealed by discrete elevations in C-reactive protein (CRP), only de-
tectable by using high sensitivity methods, is one of these and could start in childhood (35). CRP is related to age, sex, ethnicity, anthropometric variables, lipid profile, and insulin sensitivity (36), and its values increase in parallel with BMI (37). The discovery of adipocytokines has led to an increased understanding of the role of fatty tissue both in normal homeostasis and in pathological states because they may correspond to an important mechanistic link between obesity and cardiovascular disease (38).

In this respect, we found a 20% prevalence of obesity in young and adolescent offspring of EHT patients (28 boys and 24 girls, with at least 1 parent with EHT) and studied its relationship to other pathogenic factors for hypertension such as renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system components and CRP (9). Body weight and height significantly correlated with SBP both in obese (N = 10; r = 0.70; P = 0.03 and r = 0.66; P = 0.04) and non-obese offspring of EHT patients (N = 41; r = 0.51; P = 0.001 and r = 0.49; P = 0.001). In contrast, SBP correlated significantly with BMI only in non-obese subjects (N = 41; r = 0.33; P = 0.03). Although salt taste threshold was similar in both groups (obese and non-obese), it correlated significantly with SBP only in the non-obese group (N = 41; r = 0.37; P = 0.02).

Obese offspring of EHT patients showed SBP values 10 mmHg higher than non-obese offspring (P = 0.004) and also higher CRP (when adjusted by age and SBP, P = 0.024). No differences were found in diastolic blood pressure, kidney function tests, aldosterone, renin activity, or angiotensin-converting enzyme between groups. Therefore, the obese offspring of EHT parents showed a high prevalence of obesity and higher SBP and CRP values than the non-obese offspring but no differences in renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system activity and only limited salt taste sensitivity differences.

On the basis of these considerations, there are some links between high blood pressure, salt intake, perinatal environment and obesity, with potential physiopathological implications in humans, which have not been comprehensively studied using homogeneous methods, thus requiring more research in this field.
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